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Abstract. In this paper, we study incomplete convolutions 
of continuous distribution functions, as they appear in the 
analysis of (multi-stage) production and inventory systems. 
Three example systems are discussed where these incom- 
plete convolutions naturally arise. We derive explicit, non- 
recursive formulae for these convolutions, for the relevant 
case in which the underlying distributions are (mixtures of) 
Erlang distributions with the same scale parameter. Numer- 
ical results for one example system, the multi-stage serial 
inventory system, are presented to show the effectiveness of 
these formulae. 
Zusammenfassung. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden sog. 
unvollst~ndige Faltungen stetiger Verteitungsfunktionen un- 
tersucht, wie sie bei der Analyse (mehrstufiger) Produktions- 
and Lagerhaltungssysteme auftreten k6nnen. Es werden bei- 
spielhaft drei Systeme betrachtet, in denen solche unvollst~n- 
digen Faltungen typischer Weise vorkommen. Ftir den wich- 
tigen Fall, dab die zugrundeliegenden Wahrscheinlichkeits- 
verteilungen (Mischungen von) Erlang-Verteilungen mit 
identischem Skalenparameter sind, werden explizite nicht- 
rekursive Formeln fth" diese Faltungen abgeleitet. Schlieglich 
werden fiir ein Anwendungsbeispiel, bestehend aus dem Fall 
eines mehrstufigen, seriellen Lagerhaltungssystems, nurneri- 
sche Ergebnisse vorgestellt, die die Effektivit~it der angegebe- 
nen Formeln zeigen. 
Key words: Production systems, inventory systems, (in- 
complete) convolutions 
SchliisselwSrter: Produktionssysteme, Lagerhaltungssyste- 
me, (unvollst~indige) Faltungen 
1. Introduction 
Let G1 and G2 be continuous distribution functions on 
[0, cxD) with G~(0) = G2(0) = 0 and let a be a real-valued, 
nonnegative variable. Then the distribution function G~ is 
defined by 
G~(x):={O Gl (x+a)  ifxifX<0, >- ;
and the distribution function G~ * G2, where,  denotes the 
usual convolution operator for the distribution functions of 
two independent random variables, is called an incomplete 
convolution because of its alternative representation: 
(G~ * G2)(x) = Gl(X + a - u) dG2(u), x > 0. 
Let Xl and X2 be independent random variables which 
are distributed according to GI and G2, respectively. Then 
the function G~ is the distribution function of the random 
variable (Xt - a) +, where x + = max{0, x} for all x E R, and 
the incomplete convolution G] ~ * G2 is the distribution func- 
tion of (X1 - a) + + X2. Random variables of the latter type 
naturally arise in the analysis of (multi-stage) production 
and inventory systems, and therefore it is worth to devote a
separate study to their distribution functions. 
The function G~ 9 G2 is called a 2-fold incomplete con- 
volution. In general, we are dealing with r-fold incomplete 
convolutions, with r _> 1: 
Gr(x)  := ((. . . (G~'  , G2)  a2 * . . .  * Gr_ I )  a~-' , Gr ) (x ) ,  
x > 0, (1) 
where G1, . . . ,  Gr are continuous distribution functions on 
[O, oc) with Gi(O) . . . . .  Gr(O) = 0 and al , . . . ,ar -1 
are real-valued, nonnegative variables. The function Gr al- 
ternatively follows from the following recursive definition: 
~l(x) := Gl(x), x >_ O, and for s = 1 , . . . , r -  1, 
r := (G~ * Gs+I)(z) , x >_ O. 
Let X1, . . . ,  Xr be independent random variables which 
are distributed according to the distribution functions G1,.. 9 
G~.. Then Gt is the distribution function of A~I := X1, and 
for s = 1 , . . . , r  - 1, Gs+t is the distribution of -Xs+l := 
(.Y~- a~)++ X~+I. So, Gr is the distribution function of X~; 
it is easily verified that (cf. (1)) 
$7~ = ( , . .  ( (X l  - a l )  + + X2  - a2)  + +, . .  
+Xr-1  -- ar -1 )  + + Zr .  
Note that this random variable can be interpreted as the so- 
journ time in a DIG ! 1 queueing system where each customer 
has its own deterministic nterarrival time and random ser- 
vice time (this system is also known as a service system with 
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appointment times, see e.g. Gerchak et al. [4]); see also the 
remarks at the end of Subsect. 2.2. 
This paper is completely devoted to incomplete convo- 
lutions and it is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe 
three examples of inventory and production systems where 
incomplete convolutions play an important role in the anal- 
ysis and in the representation of the minimal cost policy. 
These examples are: a multi-stage serial inventory system 
(cf. Clark and Scarf [2]), a capacitated single-stage inven- 
tory system (cf. Federgruen and Zipkin [3]) and a multi- 
stage serial production system (cf. Yano [14] and Gong et 
al. [5]). Next, in Sect. 3, we derive explicit, non-recursive 
formulae for r-fold incomplete convolutions for the special 
case in which all underlying distributions G1, . . . ,  G~ are 
Erlang distributions with the same scale parameter. For r- 
fold incomplete convolutions with general r _> 1, this is the 
only case (up to our knowledge) for which such formulae 
have been derived. After that, in Sect. 4, we show that these 
formulae also can be used in the relevant case where all 
underlying distributions are mixtures of Erlang distributions 
which all have the same scale parameter. The obtained for- 
mulae will be exploited to efficiently compute the optimal 
(base stock) policies and the corresponding costs for several 
instances of the multi-stage serial inventory system. Finally, 
some concluding remarks are presented in Sect. 5. 
2. Example systems 
In each of the three subsections of this section, we describe 
an example of a production/inventory system in which in- 
complete convolutions naturally arise in the analysis. We 
give a brief description of the example systems itself, show 
how the incomplete convolutions arise, and list the main 
results. As one will see, one example concerns a (capac- 
itated) single-stage system, while the other two examples 
concern (uncapacitated) multi-stage systems with a simple, 
serial structure. It is noted, however, that the incomplete 
convolutions also arise in the analysis of both assembly sys- 
tems (which are equivalent o serial systems under certain 
circumstances) and distribution systems; see e.g. [13]. 
2.1. A multi-stage serial inventory system 
Consider the N-stage serial inventory system (N  > 2) (cf. 
Clark and Scarf [2]), which has been displayed in Figure 1. 
Materials, parts or products can be ordered from any instal- 
lation and are then shipped to the next downstream installa- 
tion. The system is subject o periodic review. Any order for 
materials placed at the beginning of a period t with destina- 
tion installation arrives at that installation at the beginning 
of period t + l~ (l~ C hr; 11 is also allowed to be equal to 0), 
at least if sufficient materials are available at the upstream 
installation. The outside supplier preceding installation N 
can always deliver. Outside demand is experienced solely at 
installation 1 at the end of the chain. In each period, the 
demand is nonnegative and continuously distributed with 
distribution function F. We assume that F(0) = 0, i.e. F 
has no positive probability mass in 0. Demands in differ- 
ent periods are assumed to be independent. The distribution 
of the /-period cumulative demand is given by the /-fold 
convolution of F,  denoted by Fl. 
Materials at installation  or in transit from installation 
n to n - 1 are subject to inventory holding costs, per item 
per period, equal to hN +. 9 9 + h,~ (>_ 0), for n = N , . . . ,  2. 
Materials at installation 1 are subject to inventory holding 
costs equal to hN+. 9 .+hi (>_ 0). In principle, it is allowed to 
take hn _< 0 for some n. Any excess demand is backlogged. 
In case of a shortage at installation 1, a penalty p (> 0) per 
item per period is incurred (no penalty costs are incurred 
in case of a shortage at upstream installations, i.e, only real 
customer delivery problems are penalized). Both the inven- 
tory holding and the penalty costs are incurred at the end of 
a period. No fixed and/or linear ordering costs are assumed. 
The inventory holding and penalty costs can also be ex- 
pressed based on the echelon stocks of the different installa- 
tions. The echelon stock of a given installation denotes all 
stock at that installation plus all materials in transit o or on 
hand at any installation downstream inus a possible back- 
log at the most downstream installation. The corresponding 
chain under consideration is called the echelon, and its num- 
ber is according to its highest installation. An echelon stock 
may be negative, indicating that the backlog is larger than 
the total inventory in that echelon. Now, let vn denote the 
stock of echelon n at the end of a period (note that the above 
definitions imply vn _> vn-1 for n = 2 , . . . ,  N). It is easily 
verified (cf. [12, 15]) that the total inventory holding and 
penalty costs in that period are equal to 
t~L i  hr~ vn - (p + H)vl if vl < 0, 
N where H = ~n=~ hn. The costs hnv,r~ are called the costs 
attached to echelon n, n = 2 , . . . ,  N, and the remaining costs 
are called the costs attached to echelon 1. Note that the terms 
hnv~ always appear, independently of the sign of vn. 
We are interested in determining an ordering policy that 
minimizes the average costs in the infinite horizon case. 
Since it is known that the class of base stock policies always 
contains an overall optimal policy (cf. [2]), we can restrict 
ourselves to this class. 
A base stock policy operates on the basis of the echelon 
inventory positions of the different installations. The echelon 
inventory position of an installation is defined as its echelon 
stock plus all materials which are in transit to that installa- 
tion. If it is assumed that an installation ever orders more 
than what is available at the next upstream installation, then 
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this definition of echelon inventory position is equivalent to 
defining the echelon inventory position as the echelon stock 
plus all materials which are on order. A base stock policy is 
denoted by a tuple (91,. 9 9 yN), where Yn (C R) denotes the 
desired order-up-to level for the echelon inventory position 
of installation . Under a base stock policy (Yl,. 9 9 yN), at 
the beginning of each period, the echelon inventory position 
of installation N is increased to 9N, and for each instal- 
lation n = N - 1 , . . . ,  1, the echelon inventory position is 
increased to the minimum of 9~ and the actual echelon stock 
of the next upstream installation, i.e. of installation + 1 (the 
start up phenomena, occurring in case the initial echelon in- 
ventory positions are larger than the desired levels, define a 
transient phase of the system and hence may be ignored). 
Next, we show that the average costs 9(Yl, 9 9 9 YN) of 
a given base stock policy (yl, 9 9 92v) can be expressed in 
terms of incomplete convolutions. 
Consider the actual levels to which the echelon inven- 
tory positions of the installations 1 , . . . ,  N are increased un- 
der the given base stock policy (Yl, . .  9 YN). The variables 
Y I , . . . ,  YN denote the desired order-up-to levels. Note that 
the level y~ for an installation never will be reached if one 
of the higher installations has a smaller desired order-up-to 
level. Hence, it is better to analyze how the actual levels 
deviate from the adjusted desired order-up-to levels defined 
by 
~,~ := min{y~, . . . ,  YN} for n = 1 , . . . ,  N. 
Note that 91 -< ~2 _< ...  _< ~N. 
The difference between yn and the actual evel to which 
the echelon inventory position of an installation n is in- 
creased at the beginning of an arbitrary period is called the 
shortfall and it is denoted by the random variable Y~t. Since 
the outside supplier can always deliver, the shortfall YN of 
the highest installation N is equal to 0 by definition. For 
n < N, the shortfall Y,~ can be determined from ~+l  as 
follows. Consider an arbitrary period t. Then 9~+1 - Y,~+I is 
the actual level to which the echelon inventory position of 
installation + 1 is increased at the beginning of that period 
t, and thus the echelon stock of installation  + 1 at the be- 
ginning of period t + ln+t is given by Y**+l - ]~'n+l - Uln+l ,  
where the random variable Ul,~+, represents the total demand 
in the periods t up to and including t+l,~+l -- 1 (so, Uz,~+~ has 
distribution function F~,,+,). As a result, at the beginning of 
period t+l,+~ (which also represents an arbitrary period), the 
echelon inventory position of installation can be increased 
to 
min{~)~, ~+l  - I),~+~ - U~,~+, } = 
Yn -- (]~n+l + Ul~+, - -  (Yn+l --  Yn)) +, 
and hence its shortfall is given by 
Yn = (~z+l  + Uln+l - -  (Yn+l - Yn)) + 9 
Exploiting this recurrence relation shows that the distribution 
function of 1~,~, n = 1 , . . . ,  N, is given by (note that this 
distribution function only depends on y~, . . . ,  yN): 
]~n[Yn, ... ,YN ] (~ .  bN ,N ,~) := ((...  ( F~ 9 F~N_~)b~-~ , . . .  
9 FI,~+~) b~+2 * FG~+~)b"+'(X), x ~ R 
(for n = N, read r~,NtX  ),~[vN]. , := I(x), defined by I (x)  = 1 for 
x _> 0 and I (x)  = 0 for x < 0), where bi := ~)i - 9i-1 for 
i=2 , . . i ,N .  
We now can obtain the echelon stocks of the different 
installations at the end of an arbitrary period. For each in- 
stallation n, n = 1 , . . . ,  N, the echelon inventory position at 
the beginning of an arbitrary period t is increased to Yn - Y~, 
which results in an echelon stock at the end of period t + l ,  
equal to ~ - (1?,~ + Uz,+t), where Uzr~+l represents the total 
demand in the periods t up to and including t + l~. This 
demand Ul,~+l is independent of Y~ and hence the distribu- 
tion function of Yn + Ul,~+l is given by the (N - n + 1)-fold 
incomplete convolution 
[Yn, . . . ,YN]  ~'~ bN L" "~bN-I 
JF~t,N (d~) := ( ( . . .  (F IN  * ~UIN 1] * ' ' "  
9 Fl,~+~) b'~+~ * Fl,~+l)(x), x C IR 
r~[yN]~ . (for n = N, read r~,Ntx)  := FIN+I(X), X E R). By combin- 
ing this result with (2), we obtain the following Newsboy- 
type formula for the average costs 9(Y l , . . . ,  YN) (cf. Van 
Houtum and Zijm [12]): 
N ~ oo 
YN) Z hn /, (Yn U) ~[Y  ........ YNI, , 9(Yl , . . .  , = - -  U l"n,  N (U)  
.J u 
+(p + H) (u --  ~]1) d[?[YI1,N . . . . .  YN](u]\ ,. (3) 
I 
The description above shows the natural appearance of 
incomplete convolutions when analyzing the average costs of 
a base stock policy. The incomplete convolutions also show 
up in the characterization f the optimal base stock policy. 
This is seen in the following brief list of main results for 
the N-stage serial inventory system (these results have been 
gathered from [2, 6, 12]; for an extensive overview of these 
and additional results, see [13]): 
(i) The class of base stock policies is optimal, i.e. it contains 
an overall optimal policy. 
(ii) An optimal base stock policy (S I , . . . ,  SN) is obtained as 
follows: for n = 1 , . . . ,  N,  choose the order-up-to level 
S~ for the echelon inventory position of installation n 
such that 
N h 
[S I , . . . ,S~ 1,S~1 -n  P+~i=n+l  i 
F~,~ ($1) - p + H ' 
where S~ * = rain{S1,. . . ,  Sn} and for all y l , . . . ,  y~, the 
incomplete convolution F [v~ ..... y,] is defined by l ,n 
F I~ ..... ~'~l(x) (Fl~ ? F~,~ , )b~ 1,n := ( ( ' ' "  * * ' ' "  
9 FI2) b2 * F / l+ l ) (X) ,  X C 11~ 
(for n = 1, read F[Y~I~x ~ 1,1 t J := Fll+~(x), x C R), with 
bi := Yi - z]i-1 for i = 2 , . . . ,n ,  
~)i := min{y i , . . . ,  y~} for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
(iii) The average costs g(S1, 9 9 SN) of the optimal policy 
($1, . . . ,  S:v) ate obtained by the formula stated in (3). 
Result (ii) shows that for the determination of an opti- 
mal base stock policy, it is not required to solve an N-  
dimensional minimization problem, but it suffices to solve 
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N one-dimensional problems. An optimal base stock policy 
(S t , . . . ,  SN) is obtained by first choosing ($1 , . - . ,  SN) = 
(oc , . . . ,ec)  and next for n = 1 , . . . ,N  decreasing Sn 
such that the probability for a nonnegative stock at in- 
stallation 1 at the end of an arbitrary period (this proba- 
bility is given by ~1,~ t-'l )~ becomes equal to 
(P+~+I  hi)/(p+H) (note that this ratio is non-increasing 
for increasing values of n if all inventory holding cost pa- 
rameters h~ are nonnegative). Here, in each step, the value 
of S~ can be tuned by a bisection procedure (the proba- 
bility F [s~'''''s'~-~ 1,~'~ 'Yl(s1) with $1 = min{Sl , . . . ,  Sn-, ,  y} is 
non-decreasing as a function of y, as easily follows from 
the definition of incomplete convolutions given in Sect. 1). 
It is noted that an optimal base stock policy ($1, . . . ,  SN) 
does not necessarily have nondecreasing order-up-to levels 
Sl _< .. .  _< S:v. 
The results listed above show that we can compute an 
optimal base stock policy for the N-stage serial inventory 
system if we are able to evaluate incomplete convolutions 
G~ (cf. (1)) where each of the underlying distributions is 
a convolution of one generic distribution F (the demand 
distribution). The corresponding average costs can be de- 
termined if we are able to evaluate integrals of the type 
.fa~(U - a~) dG,.(u) (choose a.r = 0 Ibr the integrals in the 
first term of formula (3) and choose a,. = ~)j for the integral 
in the second term; note that for a,, = 0 the integral gives 
the expectation corresponding to the distribution Gr). 
2.2. A capacitated single-stage inventory system 
Consider the capacitated single-stage inventory system with 
leadtime I (l ~ N U {0}), demand istribution F (a contin- 
uous distribution function on [0, oc) with F(0) = 0), fixed 
capacity C (larger than the mean demand per period), in- 
ventory holding costs h (_> 0) and penalty costs p (> 0) 
(cf. Federgruen and Zipkin [3]); see Figure 2. For this sys- 
tem, the same assumptions hold as for the multi-stage serial 
inventory system studied in the previous ubsection. An ad- 
ditional assumption is that in each period the amount hat 
can be ordered at (or delivered by) the outside supplier is 
bounded by a fixed size C. 
Again we are interested in determining an ordering pol- 
icy that minimizes the average costs over an infinite horizon, 
and again the class of base stock policies is known to contain 
such an optimal policy (cf. [3]). 
In this case a base stock policy is denoted by a single 
variable y C R. The corresponding average costs 9(Y) can be 
determined by studying the shortfall process. Let Y denote 
the shortfall, i.e. the difference between the desired order- 
up-to level y and the actual order-up-to level of the (echelon) 
inventory position of the single installation, at the beginning 
of an arbitrary period. Then Y = l imt~ ~,  where Yt, t > 
0, denotes the shortfall at the beginning of period to +t while 
it is given that the shortfall at the beginning of some period 
to is equal to 0. So, Y0 = 0 and for t _> 0, 
~+t  = (Yt  + Ut  - C )  + , (4) 
where Ut represents he demand in period to + t. For the dis- 
tribution functions /~t of the random variables Yt, it holds 
that F0(x) = I(x), with I(x) = 0 for all x < 0 and I(x) = 1 
for all x _> 0, and for each t > 0, Ft+l (x) = (Ft * F)C(x), 
x _> 0. Note that the shortfall process {~}t_>0 and its dis- 
tributions do not depend on y. 
For each t _> 0, it holds that the (echelon) stock at the 
end of period to + t + 1 is equal to y - (Yt + Ut,t+z), where 
Ut,t+z represents he total demand in the periods to + t up to 
and including to+t+l. The distribution function of ~ +Ut,t+z 
is given by the (1 + 1)-fold incomplete convolution 
? t (~)  = (P~ * F~+I)(z) , z > 0, 
and the distribution function F of the difference between 
y and the stock of the single installation at the end of an 
arbitrary period follows from/~(x) = limt-+~ [Vt(x), x >_ O. 
By the latter distribution, we find the average costs 9(Y) of 
the base stock policy y: 
9(Y) = h (y - u) d/>(u) + (p + h) (u - y) d/>(u) . 
From the derivative of this convex function, it follows that 




The analysis above shows that an optimal base stock 
policy S and the corresponding average costs g(S) can be 
computed if we are able to evaluate incomplete convolutions 
Gr (cf. (1)) and integrals of the type fa~(U-a~) dG~(u) for 
the case in which the underlying distributions G1,. 9 G~ 1 
are equal to a generic distribution F (the demand distribu- 
tion), the underlying distribution G~ is equal to an (l+ 1)-fold 
convolution of F and the variables a l , . . . ,  ar-1 are identical 
(and equal to the fixed capacity C). 
The recurrence relation for the shortfall process {~ }t>0, 
as stated in (4), shows that this process is identical to the 
waiting time process in a DIGI1 queue with deterministic 
interarrival times C and service times which are distributed 
according to F (cf. [12, 9]). In fact, ~ represents he waiting 
time of the t-th customer and the distribution functions of the 
waiting and response time of this customer are given by ff~t 
and/~t * F, respectively. Further, the distribution functions 
of the waiting and response time of an arbitrary customer 
are given by F and F * F, respectively. This shows that 
the incomplete convolutions G~ as defined by (1) are also 
relevant for the DIGI1 queue. 
2.3. A multi-stage serial production system 
In this subsection, we consider an N-stage serial production 
system (N > 2) (cf. Gong et al. [5]; see also Yano [14], 
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who studied the system with N = 2 stages). This system is 
displayed in Figure 3. The system consists of N consecutive 
stages, which are numbered from N, . . . ,  1, and it produces 
products (or batches of products) on order. For each stage 
n, the processing time is given by a generic random variable 
b~ with continuous distribution fimction Fn with F~(0) = 0; 
the processing times at different stages are assumed to be 
independent. At the end of each stage n > 1, a product may 
wait in a dispatch area before it enters the next stage. At 
the end of stage 1, a product may have to wait before it is 
delivered to its customer. A product is delivered at its due 
date, or, if not possible, immediately after its completion. A
penalty p (> 0) is incurred per unit of time that a product is 
delivered after its due date. Further, for each n > 1, holding 
costs ~Un hi (_> 0) are incurred per unit of time that a 
product waits in the dispatch area at the end of stage n and 
per unit of time that a product is being processed at stage 
n - 1. Holding costs H = E x h i are incurred per unit of i=1 
time between the completion of a product at stage 1 and the 
time instant at which the product is delivered to its customer. 
The production system operates under a dispatch policy 
(Z1 ,  . . . ,  ZN) , where each z,~ (C R) denotes the planned lead- 
time for the subsystem consisting of the stages n , . . . ,  1 (so, 
each Zn defines an echelon leadtime). If d is the due date 
of an order, then for each n = N , . . . ,  1, the corresponding 
product is dispatched at stage n at time instant d - z~, or 
as soon as possible if the previous stage is not completed 
at that time instant (here, for n = N, the previous stage is 
constituted by the order acceptance stage). 
The objective is to find a dispatch policy that minimizes 
the average holding and penalty costs for each order. 
As recognized by Gong et al. [5] (see also [15]), the 
problem to find the optimal dispatch policy is equivalent 
to finding the optimal base stock policy for an N-stage se- 
rial inventory system. Hence, we can copy the main results 
that we have stated in Subsect. 2.1. For the N-stage serial 
production system, the main results read as follows: 
(i) An optimal dispatch policy (T1,. . . ,  TN) is obtained as 
follows: for n = 1, . . . ,  N, choose the planned leadtime 
T~ such that 
+ N 
1,r~, t 1 p + H ' 
where T1 n = rain{T1,..., T~} and for all z l , . . . ,  Zn, the 
incomplete convolution F [z~ ..... z,d is defined by 1,r~ 
e I~, ..... ~'~J~-' := ((. (F/~" * F,~_I) b~-' * ~,  \ ; / ' )  . . . . .  
9 F2) b2 * F1)(X), X E R 
(for n = 1, read F~] (x )  := FI(X), x C R), with 
b~ := ~ - ~- I  for i = 2 . . . .  ,n, 
2i := min{zi , . . . ,  z,,} for i = 1, . . . ,  n. 
(ii) The average costs 9(T1,. . . ,  TN) of the optimal dispatch 
policy (T~,.. . ,  TN) are obtained from the following for- 
mula for the average costs g(z l , . . . ,  ZN) of an arbitrary 
dispatch policy (zl , . .  9 ZN): 
N c,e 
9(z l , . . . ,  zN) = E hn f (2n - u) dF[~"'zN](u) 
n=l  
Ju  
f OQ A L~Iz I ' ' " 'ZN] (qt '~  +(p + H) (u - ~1) ~'~,u ,~,, I 
where for each n = I , . . . ,  N, 
~j\~ " tX ) :=( ( . . .~*N *FN--1)bN ' * " "  
9 Fn+l)  b'~+' * Fn)(X), X E R 
(for n = N, read ~[zNlr~.~ N, ~,, := FN(z), x C R), and 
bi := 5i - z i -1  for i = 2 , . . . ,  N, 
2i :=min{zi , . . . ,ZN} fo r /=  1 , . . . ,N .  
The average costs 9(T I , . . . ,TN)  denote the holding and 
penalty costs for orders that are accepted at least TN time 
units before its due date (and, for each of these orders 
the probability that it is delivered in time is equal to 
F(~+'"TNI(T; ~) = p/(p + H)). The expected costs for an 
order that is accepted only z < TN time units before its due 
date, are given by g(T1,. . . ,  TN-1, z). 
As we see, to compute an optimal dispatch policy and 
the expected holding and penalty costs of an order, we must 
be able to evaluate incomplete convolutions G~. (cf. (1)) and 
integrals of the type fa~(u - a,,) dG~(u), where no addi- 
tional properties are given for the underlying distributions 
G1, . - . ,Gr .  
3. Explicit formulae of incomplete convolutions of 
Erlang distributions with the same scale parameter 
Consider the r-fold incomplete convolution GT as given in 
(1). In this section, we derive explicit, non-recursive for- 
mulae for the functions (~,  r 2 1, for the special case 
where the underlying distributions G1,G2,.. .  are Erlang 
distributions with the same scale parameter. These formulae 
in fact express the functions G.r as finite sums of simple 
terms (see Theorem 1), and hence by using them one can 
avoid numerical integration (and/or discretization) to evalu- 
ate the functions G~. Note that these formulae are relevant 
for the multi-stage, serial inventory system and the capaci- 
tated, single-stage inventory system, where we have to deal 
with underlying distributions which are equal to either con- 
volutions of the demand distribution F or F itself. Hence, 
the underlying distributions are equal to Erlang distributions 
with the same scale parameter, if the demand istribution F
itself is equal to an Erlang distribution. The formulae that 
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we derive also can be exploited if the demand istribution F
is equal to a mixture of Erlang distributions with the same 
scale parameter, as we shall discuss in the next section. 
The main part of this section is devoted to the derivation 
of the explicit formulae for the functions G~ itself. At the 
end of this section, we show that these formulae can be 
exploited to obtain similar formulae for the integrals of the 
type f~(u  - a~) dG~(u) (see Theorem 2). 
Let E~,A denote the Erlang distribution consisting of k E 
/V phases and with scale parameter A, i.e. 
k- i  (Az)i -:,~ 
Ek ,~(~)=l -y~7C.  e , ~_>0. (5) 
i=0 
Throughout this section, we assume that/~ is a real-valued, 
positive variable, k~,k2,. . ,  are positive integers and al, 
a2, . . ,  are real-valued, nonnegative variables, and we fo- 
cus on the incomplete convolutions /2/,., r >_ 1, which we 
define by: I2/1 (x) := Ek,,~(x), x >_ 0, and for r >_ 1, 
fL+I(x) := (/:L~ '~ * Ek,~+,,~)(x) , x >_ O. 
So, for all r > l, 
/~?~(X) --~ ( ( . . .  ((~kl ,/~) O'l * E/g2,/~) a2 * . . -  
9 Ek,._,&) a ' - '  * Ek~.,)O(x), x > 0 (6) 
(compare to (1)). 
The one-fold incomplete convolution /2/1 is identical to 
EkI ,A and hence its formula is given by (5) with k = kl. 
Of more interest is the two-fold incomplete convolution/2/2. 
For this function, we find 
f/2(X) ---- ((Ekl,A) al * Ek2,k)(X ) 
/0 x = Ekl,;~(x + al - u)dEk2,;~(u) 
) fo  x -- U i = 1-- Z (/~(X + al )) e_/~(x+al_u) 
i=0 
7~k2 --1 
• A k2 - -  e -ku  du 
(k2 -- 1)! 
k~ 1 
= Ek~,~(x) - Z "k~+k~e-~(~+~') 
i=O 
fo  x ( x +a l  -- U) i U k2-1 
• i! (k  2 --  1)! du, x _> 0. (7) 
For the integral in this formula, we obtain a simple formula, 
that is given by the following lemma; here, No :=/V t5 {0}. 
Lemma 1. For all i l , i2 ~ No and x~,x2 ~ R with x~,x2 >> 
O, 
fo  _ __ ' ~X i l~- - j  x2J+i2+I 
"~: (x2+x~ u)i~ u~: du= ( /77 j ) !  (j + i2+ 1)! 
~1 ! i2! j=O 
Proof When x~ = 0, the result to be proved reads as follows: 
for all i1,i2 ~ No and x2 ~ R, x2 >_ 0, 
f0  " i1+i2+1 x2 (X 2 ---- ?.t)i, Uz2 du - x2 
il! i2! (i~ + i2+ 1)! 
This result for the special case xl = 0 is proved by repeated 
partial integration, and it readily leads to the formula for the 
case with general xl > 0: 
~0 x2 (X 2 d- X 1 -- U) it U i2 du 
i1! i2! 
= foX L - i l !  X~ll 3(x2 -- ?'t)j UZ2i2! du 
X~' - j  f x2  (X 2 __ U) j Uz2 du 
(i~--7)! Jo j! i:! j=o 
j=o 
X~l --j j+i2+l 
X2 
(il - j)! (j + i: + 1)! 
[] 
By exploiting Lemma 1, expression (7) for Hz(x) can be 
rewritten to 
kt - 1 i a~- j xJ+k 2 
/E~/2(X) ----- ~7~2'z~(X) -- Z /~i+k2~--~(x+a') Z (i -- j ) !  ( j  "~ 1~2)! 
i=O j=O 
<- l  i ()~x)j+k: ('~al ) i -  j e -  kal e -  )~x 
= Ek:,~(x) - ~ ~ (i - j)! (j + k2)! 
i=o j=o 
k,+k2-1 i ()~x)J 
()~al) i - j  -~a, -~x 
=z~,~(~)-  ~ ~ ( i - j ) !  ~ i=k: j=k: J! ' 
x _> 0. (8) 
The latter formula for /2/2, and also the formula for Hi,  
can be generalized to an explicit, non-recursive formula for 
incomplete convolutions/?/r with general r > 1. 
In order to describe the generalization, we introduce 
sums of products of terms of the type (()~x) j / j ! )e  -~x. For all 
r > l, x l , . . . , x r  E R with x l , . . . ,X r  >_ O, i2 , . . . , i r  C NO, 
and i C No with i > ~=2 i8, we define 
P,.(Xl , . . . ,  Xr; i2, 9 9 9 i~; i) 
~ ()~xs) j~ 
:= Z ~ e-;~x*' 
3s- (jl ,...,jr.)EIr.(i2,...,i~.;i) s=l 
where the index set Lr(i2, 9 9 9 i,.; i) is defined by 
/ r ( i2 , . . . , i r ; i )  := {( j l , - . - , j r ' )  E No r I ~t=l 3t = i, 
T T 
Et=sJ~ >- Et=~i~ for s=2, . . . , r  } . 
Here, for r = 1, the sequence i2 , . . . , i r  is empty, and we 
must read If(; i) = {(i)} and 
(/~xl)jl e--Ax, (/~Xl)i --AXl 
Pl (X l ; ; i )= Z j l!  - i! e 
(jl)CIl(;i) 
Note that the sums P~(xl , . . .  ,x r ; i2 , . . .  ,i~;i) are always 
positive. 
Theorem 1. For all r >_ 1, 
r k~.-s+L+...+k~---1 
s=l i=k~.-s+2+...+k~- 
Ps(ar-s+l , . . . ,  ar- l ,X;  kr-s+2, . . . ,  kr;i), x _> 0 
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(for s = 1, read kr-s+2 + . . .  + kr = 0 and both sequences 
a~--,+l, 99 ar 1 and kr-s+2,. . . ,  kr are empty). 
It is easily verified that the formula given by this theorem 
reduces to Hi(x) = Ek,,~(x) for r = 1 and that it is equiv- 
alent to (8) for r = 2. The proof of this theorem is rather 
technical and therefore it is postponed to the appendix. 
The formula given by Theorem 1shows that for all r >_ 1 
and x >_ 0, H~(x) is equal to 1 minus a finite sum of positive 
terms, where each term itself is a product of terms of the 
type ((Ax)J/ j!)e -~x. Hence, using this formula will lead 
to a numerically stable formula for the evaluation of the 
incomplete convolutions Hr. Finally, note that by Theorem 1 
the following property is obtained: for r >_ 2, 
I~r(X) : ( ( . . .  (Ek2,~) ~ * . . .  * Ek~_,,~) ~' - '  * Ek,.,~)(x) 
kl+. . .+kr- -  1 
-- Z Pr(al,..., at-l, x; k2,..., kr; i), 
i=k2+. . .+kr  
z > O. (9) 
By exploiting the results for the incomplete convolutions 
/~  itself, we easily obtain similar results for the integrals 
. f~(u  - a~) d/:/~(u). For all r > 1, xl , . . . ,x~. E R with 
Xl , . . , ,X  r > O, i2 , . . . , i r  E NO, and i C No with i > 
~rs= 2 is, define 
Q,.(xl . . . .  , Xr; i2 , . . . ,  it; i) 
:= ~ (~ ~(AxS~ e-;'~] 
(jl ,...,j~')CI,-(i2,...,ir';i) \ s=l  
1 ~-~ (Axe.) o _~, .  
• 2- ,  J! e 
j=0 
Here, for r = 1, read 
Ql(Xl;;i)= )~cil(i) ~ ~ (Axl)j~-Axl 
(jl ; j=0 j~  e 
1 i (Axl)Je -~  
= ~  j~ 
j=0 
Then we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For all r > 1, 
fa ~176 - at.) d/2Lr(u) r 
r k r -s+l+. . .+kr - - I  
= Z Z Q,(a~_,+,, . . . ,  ar; k~-8+2,..., kr; i) 
8=I i=kr-s+2+...+hr. 
(for s = 1, k~-s+2 +.. .  + kr = 0 and the sequence kr-s+2, . . , , 
k~ is empty). 
Proof By using induction with respect o i, one can prove 
that for all i C No and x > 0, 
ffc~ ~u i  (Au)i _~, ~ l~(Ax) J  __e-AX (u -x )  -~- .  e ; du :~ : J! 
Next, by combining this result and Theorem 1, we find 
(u -- at) d/~rr(u) = (u - at) {/2Lr(U)} du 
r r. 
r k r - -  s+l + . . -+kr  ' -1  
/7 :Z  E (u -a t )  s=l i=kr. *+2+...+]~r r'
d X -d~u{-Ps(ar_s+l,..., at-l, u; k r s+2, .  9 9 , k r ;  i)} du 
r kr -s+l+'"+tgr- - i  
=Z Z E 
8=1 i=h~. s+2+. . .+kr  (jr' s+l , . . . , j r )E Is (kr -s§  
t=r- -s+l  jt [ e ]hat 
X faT(U--ar)~---U { (Au)a"e-au}jr' du 
r kr -s+l+. . .+kr- -1 
=Z E E 
s=l i=l%-_s+2+...+k,. (j~.-s+l,...,jr)EIs(kr. s+2,...,kr.;i) 
\t=r-8+,( ~ (Aat)JtJt! e-~a~) lk (Aar ) j  J ' e 
T k r - -  s+ l+. . ,+ /gr  -1  
= Z Z Os(ar--s+l, ...,ar;/~r-s+e,...,/~r;i). 
s=l i=kr s+2+...+kr 
[] 
Obviously, also the formula given by Theorem 2 is ap- 
propriate for numerical purposes. Further, by Theorem 2, we 
find that for all r > 2, 
fa ~(U -- at) dIttr(U) r 
/7 = (u - at )  r • (Ek2,;,) a2 * . . .  * Ek~_, ,~) . . . .  ~ * Ek,.,~)(u) 
k l+, . .+kr  -- 1 
+ Z Qr(a~, . . . ,ar ;k2, . . . ,k~; i ) .  
i=k2+...+k,. 
4. Numerical results for the multi-stage serial inventory 
system 
The explicit formulae derived in the previous ection can be 
used for the two inventory systems described in Sect. 2, if 
the demand istribution F is a0 Erlang distribution. As we 
will see below, those formulae can also be exploited if the 
demand distribution F is a mixture of Erlang distributions 
with the same scale parameter. This is a useful property, 
since, by Schassberger [8], each continuous distribution F
on [0, oc) that is not equal to such a mixture, always can be 
approximated asaccurately as desired by such a mixture. In 
particular, F can be approximated by an Ek-l,k distribution 
(i.e. a mixture of an Erlang-(k - 1) and an Erlang-k distri- 
bution with the same scale parameter) with the same mean 
and standard eviation (or, equivalently, with the same first 
two moments) if 0 < cr _< #, while in the other case, i.e. if 
a > # > 0, F can be approximated byan El,k (i.e. a mixture 
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of an Erlang-1/exponential distribution and an Erlang-k dis- 
tribution with the same scale parameter) with the same mean 
and standard eviation. Explicit formulae for these fits are 
given by Tijms [10]. (Unfortunately, similar formulae are 
not available for more accurate fits on F.) 
In this section, we focus on the multi-stage serial inven- 
tory system. Here, we assume that the demand distribution 
F is equal to an Ek-l ,k distribution, i.e. 
F(x) = pEk-l,~(x) + (1 - p)EkA(x) , x >_ O, 
where k _> 2, A > 0 and 0 < p _< 1. Under this assumption, 
the mean # and standard deviation a of the demand per 
period are equal to p = (k -p ) /A  and (7 = v/k - p2/A. Both 
p and (7 is positive. The coefficient of variation Cva,. is equal 
to c~a~ = ~ p2/(k -p )  and satisfies C,a~ <_ 1; here, an 
equality is obtained if and only if k = 2 and p = 1, i.e. if 
and only if F is an exponential distribution. The other way 
round, if # (> 0) and (7 (0 < (7 _< #) are given, then k is 
2 <_ 1/(k 1) and such that 1/k < c~a~. 
1 [ 2 v /k ( l+c~. )  k2c2a~ ] 
P -  l + c~a r k%a~" - 
k -p  
A -  
tz 
(cf. Tijms [10]). 
The assumption that the demand distribution F is an 
Ek- l& distribution in fact means that in each period the 
demand is distributed according to an Ek- l ,a distribution 
with probability p and according to an Ek,x distribution with 
probability 1 -p .  Hence, the total demand over 1 (>_ 1) 
periods is distributed according to an E(k-I)/+i,A distribution 
with probability (~)pZ-i(1 - p)i, 0 < / < l, and thus 
1 
Ft (x )=Z(1)p l  i(1-p)iE(ic_,)t+i,A(x), x>_O. 
/=0 
Similarly, for an r-fold incomplete convolution of convolu- 
tions of F,  we find 
(( . . . (Fk~) a~ * . . .  *Fk,. ,)a"-'  *Fk,)(x) 
= Z f i (~: )  pk~ i~(1-p) i~ 
O<il<kl,...,O<i~,<k,- 8=1 
( ( ' " (E (k - l )k l+ i l ,A )  a' :r "' ':~ E(k-1)k,~ I+/~. ,,A) a~-' 
*E(k 1)k~+i~,a)(x), x'_> 0, (10) 
where r _> 1, al , . . . ,ar-1 C R with al , . . . ,ar-1 >_ O, and 
kt,...,k~EN. 
By combining (10) and the explicit formulae derived in 
the previous ection, we can evaluate the incomplete convo- 
lutions occurring in the characterization f the optimal base 
stock policy ($ I , . .  9 SN) and the integrals occurring in for- 
mula (3) for the corresponding average costs 9($1,... ,  SN). 
We have implemented all these results in a Turbo Pascal 
program. In order to save computation time, special con- 
sideration has been given to the order in which the dif- 
ferent terms (of the type (~)pk~-/~(1 -p )G  and of the 
type ((Ax)J/j !)e -~)  are computed. For the same reason, the 
property stated in (9) has been exploited for the computation 
of the optimal base stock policy. To show the efficiency of 
Table 1. The optimal base stock policy, the average costs and the corre- 
sponding computation times for the series of instances with varying values 
for the standard eviation (7 of the demand 
E/e_l,k distribution Optimal base stock policy Average costs 
o k p A ( S1, $2, S 3 ) ctime 9(..-) ctime 
10 101 1.0000 1.0000 ( 239, 549, 747 ) 25.3 s 3246 2.9 s 
20 26 1.0000 0.2500 ( 281, 600, 794 ) 1.7 s 3819 0.2 s 
30 12 0.6730 0.1133 ( 327, 654, 843 ) 0.4 s 4417 0.1 s 
40 7 0.5094 0.0649 ( 376, 709, 892 ) 0.2 s 5037 0.1 s 
50 6 1.0000 0.0400 (430, 767, 943 ) 0.1 s 5690 0.0 s 
60 3 0.1202 0.0288 (485, 825, 993 ) 0.1 s 6347 0.0 s 
70 3 0.8222 0.0218 (546, 887, 1045 ) 0.1 s 7047 0.0 s 
80 2 0.2631 0.0174 ( 602, 946, 1096 ) 0.1 s 7713 0.0 s 
90 2 0.5545 0.0145 (666, 1009, 1149 ) 0.1 s 8434 0.0 s 
100 2 1.0000 0.0100 (749, 1081, 1204 ) 0.0 s 9269 0.0 s 
the program, we present some numerical results and the cor- 
responding computation times which were needed to obtain 
them. 
We consider two series of instances. In the first series, 
we take 
N = 3, ll = 1, /2 ---- 3, 13 = 2, # = 100, 
hi = 1, h2 = 3, h3 = 6, p = 200, 
and we vary the standard eviation (7 of the demand. The ob- 
tained results have been presented in Table 1. In the first four 
columns of this table, we have listed the values of (r and the 
corresponding values for the parameters of the Ek_l, k distri- 
bution of the demand. In the other columns, the optimal base 
stock policy (Si, $2, $3), the average costs 9($1, $2, $3), and 
the required computation times are given. The denoted com- 
putation times are in seconds and have been obtained on a 
PC 486 AT/DX2, 66 MHz. 
The results show that the computation times for both 
the optimal base stock policy and the corresponding aver- 
age costs are small. A somewhat larger computation time 
has been obtained for the optimal base stock policy for the 
case (7 = 10, which is due to the fact that the Ek-l ,k distri- 
bution of the demand consists of many phases in that case. 
Further, we see that both the order-up-to levels and the mini- 
mal average costs are monotonously decreasing for decreas- 
ing values of (7 (for (r .L 0, ($1,$2,$3) and 9(S1 ,$2 ,$3)  
decrease monotonously to (ll + 1, 12 + 11 + 1, 13 + 12 + ll + 1)# = 
(200,500,700) and the pipeline costs h312 + (h3 + h2)12 = 
2700, respectively). 
In the second series of instances, we take 
N = 10, In = 1 for n = 1 , . . . ,  10, # = 100, (7 = 40, 
h,~ = 1 for n = 1 , . . . ,  10, p = 200, 
and we vary the number of installations that are allowed to 
hold stock. We assume that the installations 1 , . . . ,  2V are 
allowed to hold (safety) stock and that the installations N + 
1 , . . . ,N  are forced to be stockless inventory points (this 
is obtained by giving each of these installations the same 
order-up-to level as installation N). The value of N is varied 
from 1 to 10. For each N, the optimal base stock policy 
(S t , . . . ,  $10) is given by Sn = Sn for n = 1 , . . . ,  N and Sn = 
SR for n = N+ 1 , . . . ,  10, where S1 , . . . ,SR  are the order- 
up-to levels of the optimal base stock policy ($1, . . . ,  SR) of 
the N-stage serial inventory system with the same demand 
distribution and penalty costs as for the N-stage system and 
with the following leadtimes and inventory holding costs: 
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Table 2. The optimal base stock policy, the average costs and the cor- 
responding computation times for the series of instances with a varying 
number of stockholding installations fig 
Optimal base stock policy Average costs 
J~ (SI, $2, $3, $4, $5, ,5'6, ,5'7, S 8, 009, Slo) ctimeg(...)ctime 
1 (1330,1330,1330,1330,1330,1330,1330,1330,1330,1330 
2 (376,1335,1335,1335,1335,1335,1335,1335,1335,1335 
3 (376, 495,1339,1339,1339,1339,1339,1339,1339,1339 
4 (376, 495, 612,1344,1344,1344,1344,1344,1344,1344 
5 (376, 495, 612, 726,1349,1349,1349,1349,1349,1349 
6 (376, 495, 612, 726, 838,1354,1354,1354,1354,1354 
7 (376, 495, 612, 726, 838, 949,1359,1359,1359,1359 
8 (376, 495, 612, 726, 838, 949,1058,1365,1365,1365 
9 (376, 495, 612, 726, 838, 949,1058,1166,1372,1372 
10 (376, 495, 612, 726, 838, 949,1058,1166,1273,1380 
0.0 s 7443 0.0 s 
~0.6s 7 780.1 s 
1.0s 7 23 0.1 s 
I 1.5 s 7278 0.2 s 
2.1 s 7240 0.4 s 
13.1 s 7210 0.6 s 
~4.2s 7186 0.9s 
p5.2s 7168 1.3s 
~5.9s 7154 1.7s 
~6.2s 7147 1.9s 
[n=ln forn=l , . . . ,2V-1 ,  /~ = l l -N ,  
[~n =hn fo rn=l , . . . ,2V-1 ,  h A=l l -2V .  
In this 2V-stage system, the stages in front of the instal- 
lations N , . . . ,  2V + 1, N are seen as one large stage. The 
average costs 9($1 , . .  9 S10) are obtained by computing the 
average costs g(S1,.. 9 S~r) of the optimal base stock pol- 
icy (S1,.. . ,  SN) for the 2V-stage system and next adding 
EN-  I (N-,N ,~=N,z_~i=n h0# to correct for the pipeline costs in the 
stages in front of the installations N - 1, . . . ,  2V (these costs 
are neglected in the N-stage system). Alternatively, one 
can compute them directly by substituting (Yl,...,yl0) = 
(S l , . . . ,  S10) into formula (3). The results for this second 
series of instances are listed in Table 2. 
Again it may be concluded that the computation times 
are small. A remarkable result is that the computation times 
increase only linearly for increasing values of the number of 
stockholding installations N. The last but one column in the 
table shows the decrease in costs when more installations are 
allowed to hold stock. In the situation where all installations 
are allowed to hold stock (i.e. for N = 10) the costs are 4.0% 
lower than in the situation where only the most downstream 
installation is allowed to hold stock (i.e. for 2V = 1. This 
percentage is not very high, but it increases to 10.1% if 
we subtract he pipeline costs (= 4500) in both situations. 
Finally, we see that a large part of these savings of 10.1% is 
already obtained when only a few intermediate installations 
are allowed to hold stock. 
5. Epilogue 
As an alternative for the exact approach as promoted 
above, one can use the approx imate  method  that has been 
presented in [12]. This method works as follows. Given the 
first two moments of a random variable X1, a mixture of 
Erlang distributions i fitted on XI. Here, an Ek 1,k distri- 
bution as described in Sect. 4 is used if X1 has a coefficient 
of variation that is smaller than or equal to 1, and an hy- 
perexponential distribution is used otherwise (note that this 
hyperexponential distribution is a mixture of Erlang distribu- 
tions with possibly di f ferent  scale parameters and therefore 
it can not be used for exact computations as presented in 
Sect. 4). Next, we are able to derive an expression for the 
distribution of (X1 - a~) + and hence for the first two mo- 
ments of (X~ - al) +. If a second random variable X2 is 
given that is independent of X1, then we immediately find 
the first two moments of (X1 - al)+ + X2. A repeated ap- 
plication of this procedure yields the first two moments and 
distributions of the general multiple incomplete convolutions 
G,, as described in the introduction. So, this method also 
can be used for the multi-stage serial production system. In 
[12], this method has been applied to the multi-stage serial 
inventory system and it has been shown that in general the 
order-up-to levels of the optimal base stock policy and the 
corresponding average costs generated by the approximate 
method are within 2.0% of the exact results obtained by the 
procedures described in this paper. 
Another approximate method for evaluating incomplete 
convolutions has been described by Badinelli [1]. His method 
is based on orthogonal polynomials and also requires only a 
small amount of computational effort. The accuracy of this 
method strongly depends on the type of orthogonal polyno- 
mials that is used and the choices of computational factors. 
Hence, the method seems more complicated to implement. 
It is not known what magnitude of errors can be expected 
when this method is used to solve the multi-stage serial in- 
ventory system, for example. 
Finally, it is noted that in fact we have studied one spe- 
cific type of incomplete convolutions. Another type of in- 
complete convolutions arises in the analysis of the unca- 
pacitated single-stage inventory system with lost sales. It 
appears that, for the case where the underlying distributions 
are Erlang distributions with the same scale parameter, sim- 
ilar explicit formulae can be obtained as for the type that 
has been studied in this paper; see Rutten et al. [7] (see also 
[11]). Hence, also this lost sales system can be efficiently 
solved/evaluated by exploiting these formulae. 
We have shown the relevance of incomplete convolutions 
for (multi-stage) production and inventory systems. For the 
case where the underlying distributions are (mixtures of) Er- 
lang distributions with the same scale parameter, we have 
derived explicit formulae that are appropriate for the nu- 
merical evaluation of incomplete convolutions. These for- 
mulae are useful for the two inventory systems that we have 
described. However, for other systems, among which the 
multi-stage serial production system, they can not be used 
in general, Hence, it is desired to have also such explicit 
formulae available for other cases, for example for gamma 
distributions and for Erlang distributions with possibly dif- 
ferent scale parameters. 
Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1 
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following prelim- 
inary result. 
Lemma2. For  al l  r >_ 1, x l ,  . . . , x~ C R w i th  x l ,  . . .  , x r  >_ 
O, x E R w i th  x > O, i2 , . . . , i r  C No, i C No  w i th  i >_ 
E:=2 is '  and  k E N ,  
o x P r (x l ,  . . . , x~- t ,  x + x~ - u; i2 , . . . ,  i t ;  i) dEk,),(u) 
= P,-+I(Xl, 9 9 9 x r ,  x;  i2 , .   9  i t ,  h; i + h). 
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Proof  With the convention that  Hs=I  ( . ,  .) = 1 for r = 1, we 
find that for all r > I, 
o ~c P~(x l , . . . ,  x r _ t ,  x + x~. - u ; i2 , . . . ,  i~-; i) dEk,x(u) 
(ja,...,j,.)~I,.(i2,...,i,.;i) \ s=l 
(A (x  + z~ - u))J '  
• 
Z 
(jl ,.,.,j,-)@ I~(i2,...,ir.;i) 
e -~'(~+~'-~) dEk,x(u) 
(~z~)~ e_:,~ ~ 
\s=, J*! J 
foo * ()~(x + x,. - u) )  j~ _~(~+~,_< • jTi e d EkA(u). 
By using Lemma l ,  for the integral in this formula, we find 
f z (A(x + x~ - u))  5~ e_X(~.+x, _ .  ) dEkA(u) j~! 
~J"+ke-)~(x+x')  ~,fx (x + Xrjr!-- u)j" (]~Uk-I-- 1)! du  
% 
= AJ,+ke-a(x+x~ ,) ~-~ 
x J f - J  xJ +k 
j=0 (L, - J ) !  (J + ]~)! 
~ O,z,.)J,-; -x~ ()'z) ;+k 
O=O (j~" - j)" (J + k)! 
and hence we can continue with 
o x P~(xm , . . . , X~- l , x + x~. - u; i2 , . . . ,  i~.; i) dE<;~(u) 
(jl ,...,j,-)~I~(i2,...,i,~.;i) \ 8=I js  ! 
~ (Ax~)~~-2 _;,.~. ()~x) j+~" _~ 
j=0 ( jr  - j ) !  e ( j  + k ) !e  
(j~ ..... j~-)~I~-(/2 ..... i~.;i) \s=~ Js! ) 
(),x,~,)~ " e_~ ~ (Az)a e_:, ~ 
j! j '!  
j,j'~{o,h .,} 
.i+.i~=j~+k, ff >_k 
= Z 
(jl ,...,j~-1 ,j,Y)E I~+1 (i2,... ,i,, k;i+k) 
(Ax~)J e_~ ~ (Ax)J '  e_~ 
j !  j ' !  
= P~+l (x l , .  9 9 x,., x; i2 , . . . ,  i t ,  k; i + k). 
[] 
Proof  o f  Theorem l. The proof is given by induction with 
respect to r. For r = 1, the formula given in Theorem 1 
reduces to /41(x) = Ek~,;~(x), x > 0, and hence is correct. 
Now suppose that the formula holds for some r > 1. Then, 
for r + l,  we find 
= / :L (x  + a~ - u)  dEk~+~,:,(z) 
~. kr_ s+~+...+kr-- 1 
= Z 
8=1 i=kr-s+2+,.,+kv 
at - l ,  x + ar -- u; k~-s+2, . . . ,  kr; i ) )  Ps(ar -s+ l , .  9 9 
~" k~-- s+l +*,,+,~r,-- | 
= Z Z 
8=1 /=kr -  s+2+,,.+k,r 
fo  x Ps (ar -s+ l , . . . ,a r - t ,x  + ar u; kr-s+2,. . . ,  ;i) k~ I 
xdEk,.+~,;~(x), x > 0. 
Here, we apply Lemma 2, and we continue with 
V kr -s+ l+- , -+kr - -  1
s=l i=k,~_.~+2+...+k,. 
Ps+l (a r - s+ l ,  9 9 9 a r ,  x; kr  s+2, - - - , kr ,  kr+l;  i + kr+l)  
r ~r -  s+l+-..+kr+1 -- 
s=l i=k ..... +2+...+k~.+t 
P~+1 (a~-s+l , . . . ,  a t ,  x; k,.-8+2,.. 9 kr,+1 ; i) 
~"+1 ]gr'--,~+2+...+Ig'v*t-- 
8=2 i=/gr' s+3+...+k:r,+l 
Ps(ar-s+2 . . . .  , at,  x; \ r - s+3, . . . ,  kr.+l ; / )  
r+l ]r 
=I -Z  Z 
8=i ~=~;r-- s+3+., ,+~r+l 
P,(a~ .~+2, - - -, at ,  x; k~-s+3, . . . ,  k~.<; i), 
which shows that the formula given in Theorem 1 also holds 
for r + 1. This completes the proof. [] 
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